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ABSTRACT

1

QUIC is a new Internet secure transport protocol currently
in the process of IETF standardization. It is intended as a
replacement for the TLS/TCP stack and will be the basis of
HTTP/3, the next official version of the hypertext transfer
protocol. As a result, it is likely, in the near future, to carry
a substantial fraction of traffic on the Internet. We describe
our experience applying a methodology of compositional
specification-based testing to QUIC. We develop a formal
specification of the wire protocol, and use this specification
to generate automated randomized testers for implementations of QUIC. The testers effectively take one role of the
QUIC protocol, interacting with the other role to generate
full protocol executions, and verifying that the implementations conform to the formal specification. This form of testing
generates significantly more diverse stimuli and stronger correctness criteria than interoperability testing, the primary
method used to date to validate QUIC and its implementations. As a result, numerous implementation errors have
been found. These include some vulnerabilities at the protocol and implementation levels, such as an off-path denial
of service scenario and an information leak similar to the
“heartbleed” vulnerability in OpenSSL.

QUIC is a new Internet secure transport protocol, introduced
by Google and currently in the process of IETF standardization [17]. It is intended as a replacement for the TLS/TCP
stack for secure, authenticated communication over ordered
channels. QUIC is designed to provide improved performance in various aspects, including initial latency, handling
of multiple streams, mobility, data loss detection, and resistance to denial of service attacks. Currently, variants of the
protocol are estimated to carry greater than 5% of traffic
on the Internet, principally generated by video streaming
services [34]. QUIC has recently been selected as the basis of
HTTP/3. Thus, after standardization, it is reasonable to expect that the protocol will carry a significantly larger portion
of Internet traffic.
The QUIC standard is being developed in the form of an
RFC: an English-language document that provides extensive
guidance for implementers of the protocol, but is nonetheless
ambiguous and broadly open to interpretation. The primary
mechanism for resolving these ambiguities and validating the
correctness of the protocol design is to produce multiple independent implementations, and to test these implementations
for interoperability [37]. As a result, these implementations
represent a kind of commentary on the standard document,
providing concrete interpretations where the language may
be vague, unclear or contradictory.
While effective, this methodology leaves something to be
desired from the point of view of clear standardization and
of implementation compliance. First, the knowledge implicit
in the implementations is not captured in any precise and
rigorous way. Second, since the implementations do not represent the full diversity of behaviors that the protocol allows,
interoperability testing provides very limited test coverage.
Third, because actual protocol compliance is never tested,
interoperability is insufficient to guarantee that current implementations will be interoperable with future ones.
The risks of interoperability testing are illustrated in the
history of SSL/TLS. Consider for example the issue of “version intolerance.” According to the protocol, servers presented with a request for an unsupported protocol version
must refuse the connection. In practice, however, this behavior was often not properly tested, since existing clients
did not generate future version numbers. Thus the server
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implementations typically behaved incorrectly. For the same
reason, middleboxes that interpreted protocol messages also
exhibited version intolerance. To cope with this, browsers
implemented voluntary downgrade strategies. These ad-hoc
extensions to the protocol proved to be vulnerable, leading to
downgrade attacks such as POODLE [13]. Attempts to mitigate these attacks were then sometimes thwarted by the fact
that clients and servers did not fully implement their protocols. Various other attacks such as SMACK [3] and POODLE
TLS [33] could have been prevented if the implementations
were tested for compliance with the protocol.
From the experience of TLS, it is clear that more than
interoperability is needed. It is important to have an unambiguous statement of the protocol standard, and to test
implementations for actual compliance to the standard, and
not just for interoperability. Moreover, it is necessary to test
implementations in adversarial environments and not just in
the benign environment of other existing implementations.
In this paper, we present a methodology that attempts to
do this by applying light-weight formal methods. We develop
a formal specification of QUIC based on the draft standards
documents, and refine it by applying specification-based testing to the implementations. This simultaneously captures
the protocol knowledge implicit in the implementations, and
tests the implementations for compliance to the protocol.
Specification-based testing uses a formal specification to
both generate test inputs for a system and validate its outputs. An example of this idea is the QuickCheck tool in the
Haskell programming language [11]. Using a formal specification of a function f , QuickCheck randomly generates a
small number of test inputs on which it applies f and verifies
that the output satisfies the specification. The situation with
protocols is, however, more complex than that of functions,
since the tester must produce a sequence of inputs that are
responsive to the prior system outputs. Moreover, a protocol consists of multiple roles, and one must verify that the
composition of these roles complies with the overall protocol
specification. This motivates a compositional approach to
specification-based testing that applies ideas from a formal
technique called modular assume/guarantee reasoning [16].
We will describe our new methodology and our experience
in specifying and testing QUIC, including the positive results
that were achieved as well as the limitations and difficulties
we encountered. We found that it was possible to formalize
a substantial part of the QUIC standard. Our specification
is sufficiently complete that a randomized tester taking the
client role can interact with the real servers, successfully
exchanging data without the server detecting protocol errors.
In the process of testing we discovered many errors in
the implementations, including internal errors such as code
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assertion failures and memory faults, and protocol compliance errors. As a side effect, compliance testing also discovered vulnerabilities at both the protocol and implementation levels. For example, an off-path denial-of-service scenario was discovered and mitigations were added to the standard. An information leak similar to the “heartbleed” error
in OpenSSL [12] was also discovered in one implementation.
These are described in Section 5.
On the negative side, we found that a large fraction of the
draft standard could not be formalized in a testable way. A
frequent cause of this is that the statements refer to internal
events within the implementation that have no clear definition or that cannot be inferred by observations on the wire.
We give examples of these and other issues in Sections 4.2
and 6.2, and consider possible solutions to these problems.
In this case study we specify and test only safety properties. Extending the methodology to liveness and real-time
properties is discussed in Section 6.1. QUIC has some requirements that are well-suited to external specification and
testing, and some that are not. We think this situation is
typical of Internet protocols.

1.1

Related work

There are numerous approaches to generating adversarial
tests for network protocols. We consider first the approaches
that are not based on formal specifications. One approach is
to execute or simulate an existing implementation, and mutate the behaviors of some nodes, for example, by delaying,
duplicating, or modifying messages. An example of this is
Gatling [20] which systematically explores a space of mutations searching for performance bugs. This is an instance of
“fuzz testing”, a general approach that can be highly effective
in discovering bugs and vulnerabilities. However, it tells us
nothing about conformance to the protocol standard, and
does not result in a formal specification of the protocol.
Another such approach is “white-box" testing. Using tools
such as KLEE [8] one traces the internal control flow paths of
the system under test and uses symbolic execution and SMT
solvers [2] to discover input values that stimulate branches
not taken. In fact, there is some work applying white-box
testing to QUIC [32]. That work does not address protocol
specification or compliance, though it is not impossible in
principle. Interoperability testing using this approach [29, 32]
has the disadvantage noted above of being insufficiently
adversarial.
Another alternative to formally specifying the wire protocol is to produce a formally verified reference implementation [4] or simply to prove properties of an existing implementation [10]. Again, there is no check of compliance to a
common standard in these works.

Formal specification and testing of QUIC

Techniques that do address compliance include modelbased testing (MBT) [7, 28, 35] and its precursors in the area
of protocol conformance testing (see [26] for a survey). In
MBT, an abstract model of the system is constructed, containing controllable events that are generated by a tester, and
observable events that are generated by the system under test.
The protocol specifications are given as finite-state machines
(FSMs). This entails either abstracting away non-finite aspects of the protocol or restricting the model to some fixed
sample of data values. The finite-state machine is systematically explored to generate test scenarios, either online or
offline. This effectively provides a heuristic for generating adversarial tests. With an FSM model, some method is needed
to fill in the concrete data parameters of messages. This may
be done in a systematic way as in [35] or an ad-hoc way
as in [7]. Generally, the need to extend FSMs in some way
to account for data leads to significant complexity in these
formalisms.
The compositional testing approach used here differs in
several significant ways from existing work on MBT. First, we
do not model QUIC as an FSM. A finite-state machine cannot
communicate correctly with a QUIC node because of unbounded non-determinism in the node’s responses. Instead,
we take a constrained-random approach to generating tests
based on a non-finite-state specification. Second, because we
specify a closed system of communicating agents, the same
specification is used to generate tests for both client and
server roles. Compositional testing has the formal property
that, if the system as a whole violates its specification, then
some component must exhibit a failing test. This property
is crucial for validating a specification. Without it, we may
find that a legal output of one node is an illegal input for its
peer. Thus, two nodes that pass all their tests may still fail
when composed on the network. Compositional testing exposes such weaknesses in the specification. This is important
when distilling a specification from implementations. Finally,
work with finite-state models usually considers only some
restricted aspect of the protocol. For example, [28] considers
the connection state machine of TCP, but not TCP’s data
transmission. A similar approach is applied to TLS in [3, 7].
Here, we consider the full protocol state including the security handshake, with unbounded data, unbounded streams,
unbounded connections and so forth.
Another effort that infers protocol specifications experimentally from implementations is the Network Semantics
Project [5] that has developed a formal specification of TCP.
In this work, the formal specification is used as a test oracle, that is, traces captured on the wire are checked for
compliance. The specification is not used, however, for test
generation. Checking traces can determine when the specification is too tight. By contrast, our compositional approach
can also detect when the specification is too loose. That is,
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suppose the specification of an output of a protocol node is
too weak. This same specification is used to generate inputs
for its peer. Thus, we can detect the weakness by the fact that
the peer misbehaves or flags a protocol error on a generated
input. Without compositionality, we would almost certainly
miss needed requirements, as QUIC is an order of magnitude
more complex than TCP, and inferring formal requirements
from the standard is challenging.
In other work, software API specifications are inferred automatically from run-time traces (e.g., [1, 9, 30, 31]). This approach typically learns only a finite-state abstraction, which
insufficient, as noted above. There has in addition been a
great deal of work devoted to abstract modeling of network
protocols that does not connect the models to implementations (e.g., [19, 36, 38]).
The general approach of compositional or assume/guarantee testing that we take here was introduced for software verification [16] and has been applied to hardware [21]. Because
the specification state and the messages contain significant
amounts of data, these methods cannot be applied directly
to QUIC. To solve this problem, we develop a specification
methodology and corresponding optimized algorithms. This
allows compositional testing to be applied in practice to
complex, layered Internet protocols such as QUIC. The challenges in applying specification-based testing to QUIC are
discussed in Sections 4 and 6. These were not insuperable,
but they required us to adapt our approach to specification
and randomized constraint solving in a number of ways.
To summarize, existing methods applicable to QUIC do
not address the need we identify here to (1) distill a common,
unambiguous wire specification from implementations and
(2) test compliance of implementations in an adversarial
environment.
Ethics statement: This work does not present ethical issues,
as we handle no personal data.

2

AN INTRODUCTION TO QUIC

The QUIC protocol can be conceived approximately as a
stack of layers, each of which provides one aspect of the
overall transport service. These layers are depicted in fig. 1.
At the bottom of the stack, UDP provides network services.
Above this the packet protection layer provides secrecy by
encrypting QUIC packets, which are encapsulated into UDP
datagrams. Above this, the packet protocol provides loss
detection using sequence numbers. Frames contain (among
other things) ordered stream data and are encapsulated in
packets. Each data frame carries a stream identifier, a sequence of bytes, and the offset of those bytes within the
stream. This allows the stream data to be reconstructed at
the receiving end in spite of datagram re-ordering and also
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supports multiple independent streams. The security handshake protocol, a modified version of TLS 1.3, exchanges
handshake messages using the frame protocol. Once a shared
secret has been established by the handshake protocol, keys
can be derived for encryption and decryption by the protection layer. At the top is the application layer, in which peers
send and receive reliable, secure, authenticated data streams.

Figure 1: QUIC protocol layers. Arrows represent dependencies between layers.
This layered view of QUIC is useful, but somewhat misleading. We can think of each layer as providing a virtual
connection between the peers, and relying on the layers below to implement this connection. However, the layering
is not clean, as lower layers also rely on services of higher
layers. Specification and testing might be easier if the protocols were cleanly layered. As we will see, it is still possible
to exploit the decomposition of the protocol into events at
different layers to improve the performance of testing.
The basic unit of communication in QUIC is the connection. A connection is a point-to-point channel that provides
multiple independent data streams. A connection is established when a client sends an initial packet to a server. This
packet provides a connection identifier (CID) to the server, a
string of bytes that uniquely identifies the connection. It also
contains a frame with the first security handshake message.
The server responds with its own initial packet, containing
the server’s CID and the second handshake message. Subsequent handshake packets are protected with handshake
keys derived from the initial messages. Once the handshake
is complete, session keys are available and transmission of
session data commences. At this point, each side can also
transmit additional secret CID’s. These are used to prevent
tracking of the connection by third parties, for example when
one of the peers migrates to a different network location.
A special 0-RTT packet type allows the client to send early
session data using a pre-shared key from a previous connection (a feature of TLS 1.3). QUIC packet types are thus
partitioned into four encryption levels using different keys:
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initial, handshake, 0-RTT (for early data) and 1-RTT (for
normal data with forward secrecy).
In addition to CID’s, QUIC packets contain unique sequence numbers that are used to detect packet loss. A peer
sends acknowledgment (ACK) frames to indicate packet sequence numbers that have been received. A packet that is
not acknowledged after some length of time is considered
lost. Rather than retransmit the packet, the peer retransmits
its frames as needed in subsequent packets with different
sequence numbers.
The protocol has a variety of frame types that are used
for data transmission, loss detection, flow control, connection state management, management of CID’s and so forth.
The STREAM and CRYPTO frame types contain stream data
and security handshake message data respectively. As noted,
ACK frames contain acknowledgments. The MAX_DATA
and MAX_STREAM_DATA frames are used by receivers to
limit the amount of data a sender may send on a connection
or stream. Other frames allow the sender to indicate that
it wishes to send data, but is blocked by flow control, or to
terminate a stream or connection, to stop transmission on a
stream, to provide fresh CID’s or retire them, and to validate
that a peer controls a particular IP address.

3

SPECIFICATION METHODOLOGY

We present the specification and testing methodology informally, using examples. For a formal treatment of the underlying theory and algorithms, see [24].
We will specify the QUIC wire protocol using an abstract
machine that monitors protocol events. In concept, this machine tracks all the QUIC-related events on the Internet.
When an event occurs (say, the transmission of a QUIC
packet) the machine first consults its state to determine
whether the event is in fact legal according to the protocol. If so, it updates its state to reflect the occurrence of the
event.
The specification is coded in a language called Ivy [23, 27].
In Ivy, the events associated with transmission of packets
are modeled by an action such as the following:
action packet_event(src:endpoint,dst:endpoint,content:packet)

This describes a collection of events having three parameters: as source endpoint, a destination endpoint, and packet
contents. The ‘endpoint’ datatype might be, for example, a
representation of an IP address and port number, while the
‘packet’ would a record type having fields representing the
packet contents.
The protocol state is stored in a collection of mathematical
functions and relations. For example, suppose our packets
have sequence numbers and our wire specification has a
requirement that sequence numbers are never re-used by
a source endpoint. To determine whether a packet event is
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legal, we record in the protocol state the set of sequence
numbers used by each endpoint, using a relation such as:

those controlled by its environment. Since we want the tester
to generate only the latter, we add this requirement:

relation seq_used(S :endpoint,N :seq_num)

before packet_event {
require generating → src , a
}

The intention is that this predicate is true when endpoint
S has transmitted a packet with sequence number N . To
express our specification, we first give the initial state of the
monitor, like this:
after init {
seq_used(S ,N ) := false
}

This initially sets seq_used(S, N ) to be false for all values of
S and N . Now we give the monitor code that runs before
each packet event:
before packet_event {
require ¬seq_used(src,content.seq);
seq_used(src,content.seq) := true
}

The ‘require’ statement says that, when a packet event occurs, its sequence number has not already been used by the
source endpoint. If this requirement is met, we record the
fact that the source used the given sequence number. As
a result, if any endpoint sends two packets with the same
sequence number, the condition in the ‘require’ statement
will be false, and we say the protocol has been violated. Notice that our specification is not an abstract implementation
of the protocol, but is instead an executable monitor that
observes the behavior of all protocol nodes.
To monitor an actual execution of the protocol, we write
a ‘shim’ that captures the packet events, for example by tracing packets on the wire. For each packet, the shim calls the
‘packet_event’ action, invoking the above monitor code and
flagging an error if a ‘require’ condition is false. In this way,
we can watch the behavior of a collection of processes interacting on the network and check whether their collective
behavior complies with the protocol specification.
In addition, the Ivy tool can compile a generator that produces random sequences of events that conform to the specification. At each step, the generator chooses an action at
random (say, ‘protocol_action’) and builds a constraint over
the action’s parameters that is true exactly when all the ‘require’ conditions hold. This can be seen as either symbolic
execution [6] or a weakest precondition computation [15].
With the help of an SMT solver [2] the generator then randomly selects a valuation of the parameters satisfying the
constraint. The result in our example will be a random sequence of packet events in which no sequence number is
sent twice by any endpoint.
Now suppose we wish to test a running instance of our protocol located at network address a. We partition the packet
events into those controlled by the instance under test, and

Suppose we now want to test our protocol instance through
the network using UDP. We create a shim that connects
abstract packet events to actual UDP packets. The output
part of the shim might look like this:
after packet_event {
if generating {
call udp.send(src,dst,serialize(contents))
}
}

Here ‘udp.send’ is a binding for an underlying operating system service. This code says that after any generated packet
event, the serialized packet contents should be sent in a UDP
datagram with the given source and destination. The input
part of the shim might look like this:
implement udp.recv(src:endpoint,dst:endpoint,data:bytes) {
if src = a {
call packet_event(src,dst,deserialize(data))
}
}

This implements a call-back from the UDP interface that
occurs when a datagram is observed. If it originates from
endpoint under test, we create a corresponding packet event.
If this event violates the requirement that endpoint a not
re-use a sequence number, then an error is reported and the
test stops.
Of course, the above assumes that we have the capability to
generate IP headers with any source endpoint and to observe
all datagrams produced by the instance under test. If this is
not the case, we might open just a few sockets at specific
endpoints and constrain the generator to use only these. We
could also, for example, communicate packets to the instance
by ‘mocking’ the sockets API that it uses. The main point
is that the shim is just an ad-hoc mechanism that connects
abstract events in the specification to real events in a system.
This allows to write the specification in a generic way, and
to adapt it various testing scenarios. It lets us use resources
such as operating systems, networks and compilers to test,
rather than running in a simulated environment.
If our protocol has multiple roles, say, ‘client’ and ‘server’,
we can constrain the environment to generate only events
controlled by one role or the other. Thus we can use the
same specification to test either clients or servers. This is
an example of the usefulness of the assume/guarantee paradigm: When testing the server role, we effectively assume
that the client-controlled events are correct, since they are
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generated from the specification. However, we must guarantee that server-controlled events are correct (that is, we
monitor these events and stop the test if they are incorrect).
Conversely, when testing the client role, we assume correctness of server-controlled events, and guarantee correctness
of client-controlled events. Assume/guarantee testing has an
important formal property: if the composition of the client
and server ever violates the specification, then there must
exist a failing assume/guarantee test for one of the two roles.

4

QUIC PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION

We now consider the formal specification of the QUIC protocol in the Ivy. In the sequel, we will use ‘our specification’
to refer to this specification, and ‘the standard’ to refer to
the draft RFCs. Our specification and all code needed to run
tests are available in open source [22].

4.1

Extensional and Intentional Specs

We wish to specify the protocol here in terms of behaviors
visible on the wire, a style of specification we will refer to
as extensional. This differs markedly from the approach of
the RFC, which tends to describe the protocol in terms of
how it should be implemented internally, a style we will
refer to as intentional. An intentional specification is not
well suited to testing because it refers to internal events that
are not visible to the tester. On the other hand, an extensional
specification is weaker, since it considers a behavior to be
a protocol violation only if an external observer can prove
that the protocol was violated.
As an illustration, the specification of TCP in [28] is intentional. In monitoring network traces, it was found that
inferring non-deterministic internal events was too costly,
and thus ‘debug trace’ events had to be used to resolve these
choices [28, p. 12].
Here, we do not monitor any internal implementation
events. Having said this, our specification does have some
intentional aspects, for reasons of tractability of test generation. We formally specify actions at each layer of the protocol,
from the application layer down to the packet layer. Some
of these events (at the frame and security layers) are not
externally visible. They are, however, easily inferred from
the visible events. In Section 6 we will revisit the question of
extensional specification and consider some aspects of the
standard that cannot be captured in this way.

4.2

The packet protocol

The packet protocol is specified in terms of a single action
corresponding to transmission of a QUIC packet:
action packet_event(src:endpoint,dst:endpoint,content:packet)
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The packet protocol has four primary functions: (1) identifying connections, (2) generating sequence numbers for use in
loss detection (3) determining the encryption level and (4)
carrying frames. Note that actual retransmission in response
to packet loss is performed at the frame layer. Packets are
never retransmitted in QUIC.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

before packet_event {
var src_cid := content.src_cid;
var dst_cid := content.dst_cid;
require connected(dst_cid) ∨ dst_cid = nonce_cid(src_cid);
require happens_after_init(contents) → connected(dst_cid);
if content.long {
require connected(dst_cid) → connected_to(dst_cid) = src_cid;
} else {
src_cid := connected_to(dst_cid)
}
var enc_lev := rtt1 if ¬ content.long
else initial if content.ptype = pinitial
else handshake;
require ¬seq_used(src_cid,enc_lev,content.seq);
seq_used(src_cid,enc_lev,content.seq) := true;
require frame_queue.count(src_cid,enc_lev) > 0;
require content.payload = frame_queue.frames(src_cid,enc_lev);
frame_queue.frames(src_cid,enc_lev) := frame_array.empty
}

Figure 2: Simplified specification of packet events
A simplified specification of ‘packet_event’ is shown in
Fig. 2. The first task of a QUIC endpoint on receiving a packet
is to associate it with a connection. We model a connection
as a pair of unique identifiers associated with the connected
application-layer processes. Since these are in one-to-one
correspondence with initial CID’s, we equate these two types
of identifiers. We represent the set of established connections
in the network with the following function and relation:
relation connected(C:cid)
function connected_to(C:cid) : cid

A CID is ‘connected’ if it is an end of some connection. In this
case, the function ‘connected_to’ tells us the CID of the other
end. These state variables are updated by an application layer
event called ‘establish’ which establishes a connection.
The code that infers the connection from the packet contents is in lines 2 to 10. The long-format packets have both a
source and a destination CID, while the short-format packets
contain only a destination CID. A client initiates a connection
by sending an initial packet. At this point, the client does not
know the server’s CID and it therefore uses a nonce value for
the destination CID. However, the standard says that after
receiving an initial packet from the server the client must
switch to the CID provided by the server.
Here, we observe a difference between an intentional and
an extensional specification: The moment when the client
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‘receives’ (processes) the server initial packet is not observable on the wire. If we observe a client packet, we can’t
tell whether it was sent before or after a given server initial packet was processed unless there is a definite causal
relationship between the two packets. Therefore, in our extensional specification, we require this: if a packet logically
must happen after the peer’s initial packet, then it uses the
peer’s CID. This is expressed at line 5 using a predicate ‘happens_after_init’, which is defined in Ivy as follows:

packet payload is equal to the sequence of queued frames.
Finally, we clear the queue, so that each frame is transmitted
in at most one packet.
In this simplified description, we have omitted some additional requirements in the packet protocol relating to acknowledgments of acknowledgments and to detection of
migration of the peer.

4.3

definition happens_after_init(P) = P.ptype , initial ∨ P.contains_ack

That is, the only packets that are not causally dependent on
the peer’s initial packet are packets of initial type that do not
contain ACK frames. Overall, the specification states that the
destination CID is either the nonce or the peer’s CID, and
must be the latter if the packet happens after the peer initial
packet. For long packets, if the peer’s CID is used, the source
CID must be connected to it. For short packets, the source
CID is inferred from the destination CID. We have simplified
here, since we do not consider that new CID’s may be issued
as aliases for the originals, and we do no consider RETRY
packets.
Next, we determine the packet’s encryption level based
on its type (lines 11 to 13). For simplicity, we ignore 0-RTT
packets. Then we consider packet sequence numbers. For
correct packet loss detection, we require that the packet
numbers are not re-used within a given encryption level.
This requirement is reflected in lines 14–15.
The standard also states the sequence numbers of initial
packets must be begin with zero and be strictly increasing.
Here again, we see a difference between intentional and extensional specifications: Packet zero may be dropped, and
packets observed on the wire may be re-ordered at the network layer, either because the network itself re-orders them,
or because the implementation packs them into UDP datagrams out-of-order. For this reason, we can only infer that
the packet numbers are non-increasing in the case of two
packets that are necessarily causally ordered. There is no
clear reason for this requirement, however. In testing, the
implementations were found to be insensitive to arbitrary
ordering of the sequence numbers of initial packets. Thus,
we chose to drop this requirement as not usefully testable.
This is one of many such intentional statements in the standard. Another example is the statement that the nonce CID
must be ‘unpredictable’. Clearly there is no general test for
unpredictability, so compliance to this statement must be
verified by some means other than testing.
Finally, we connect the packet and the frame protocols.
Frame protocol events generate frames and enqueue them
for transmission in packets. There is a frame queue for each
connection end and encryption level. In lines 16–18, we require that there is at least one queued frame and that the

The frame protocol

Most of the content and complexity of QUIC is in the frame
protocol. There are 20 frame types, each of which is modeled in Ivy using a record type. As an example, Figure 3
gives a simplified specification for STREAM frames, which
carry application data. The stream frame action is defined as
follows:
action frame.stream.event(f:frame.stream, src_cid:cid, dst_cid:cid,
e:encryption_level)

For each frame type, the parameters of the corresponding
action are the frame content, the source and destination
CID’s and the encryption level.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

before frame.stream.event {
require connected(dst_cid) ∧ connected_to(dst_cid) = src_cid;
require e = rtt1 ∧ sec.established_1rtt_keys(src_cid);
require f.offset + f.length ≤ app.data_end(src_cid,f.id);
require f.data = app.data(src_cid,f.id).segment(f.offset,f.offset+f.length);
require f.fin ↔ app.closed(src_cid,f.id)
∧ f.offset+f.length = app.data_end(src_cid,f.id);
require f.offset + f.length ≤ stream_max_data(dst_cid,f.id);
require stream_id_allowed(dst_cid,f.id);
}

11
12
13
14

after frame.stream.event {
call enqueue_frame(src_cid,f,e);
}

Figure 3: Specification of STREAM frame events
A stream frame ‘f’ transmits ‘f.length’ application bytes
at offset ‘f.offset’ from stream id ‘f.id’. Lines 2 to 3 say that
the source and destination CID’s must be connected, and the
encryption level must be ‘1-RTT’ (that is, STREAM frames
must be sent only with 1-RTT encryption). When a frame
event occurs, we also require that the necessary encryption
keys have been generated by the security layer. Lines 4 to 7
relate the STREAM frames to the application layer. They
state that the bytes transmitted must be in the range sent
by the application, that the data transmitted must be equal
to the segment of the application data of the given length
at the given offset. The frame contains a ‘fin’ bit indicating
the end of the stream. It is true if and only if the application
has finished transmitting and the frame contains the end of
the stream (line 6). Lines 8 to 9 relate to flow control. They
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state that the transmitted bytes do not exceed the maximum
allowed by the receiver and that the sender does not attempt
to use a steam ID larger than the receiver allows or attempt
to use a new stream id that it is not allowed to open. After
a frame event the action ‘enqueue_frame’ is called to enqueue the frame for eventual transmission in a packet. In
this simplified description, we have omitted some additional
bookkeeping related the total number of transmitted bytes
on a connection and recording of finished streams.
We briefly consider the other frame types. The ACK frame
acknowledges receipt of ranges of packet sequence numbers. The specification requires that each acknowledged sequence number has been used by the peer. There are frames
that affect stream and connection state (such as CONNECTION_CLOSE, RST_STREAM and STOP_SENDING). Various
flow control frames (MAX_DATA, MAX_STREAM_DATA,
MAX_STEAM) affect the flow control state that is used in
the specification of STREAM frames. CRYPTO frames are
similar to STREAM frames but carry cryptographic handshake messages generated by the security layer. Other frames
allow distribution of fresh CID’s (to prevent tracking of mobile clients) and verification of network paths, among other
functions. Each of these is specified in the same style as the
STREAM frame above (and may include various updates of
the protocol state). The standard states that all frames are
idempotent which we take to mean that a frame may always
be repeated, and repeating it has no effect on the protocol
state. Our specification reflects this, in the sense that state
updates can never disable a frame once it is enabled.

4.4

Security and application layers

The security layer has events corresponding to sending and
receiving of cryptographic handshake messages and the establishment of encryption keys, which are used at the protection layer. The standard states that the TLS 1.3 protocol is
used for the cryptographic handshake. We generate events
at the security layer during testing by an actual implementation of TLS. This illustrates an important practical aspect of
compositional testing. If some component of a system lacks
a formal specification, or if specification-based generation
for a component is intractable, we can treat it as a ‘black
box’ (see [24] for details). There is some cost in generality of
testing in this approach, but it allows us to circumscribe the
formal specification task. For various technical reasons, we
we also treat the encryption and decryption services, the operating system and the network itself as black boxes. There
is one specification of TLS that we do rely upon however.
That is, TLS allows user data to be encapsulated into handshake messages. QUIC uses this to exchange initial values
of various transport parameters. We do formally specify the
behavior of this interface. In the future, it may be possible
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to improve the generality of testing by generating TLS 1.3
behavior from a formal model, such as [14]. However, this
must be done in such a way that it does not require inverting
hash functions or other intractable operations that cannot
be handled by SMT solvers.
At the application layer, there are a few simple actions
related to requesting, establishing and closing of connections
and streams, and to sending and receiving of stream data.
The corresponding events at the API of a QUIC library may
be visible or invisible, depending on the test set-up. When
invisible (for example, because the QUIC library is linked to
an actual application in the test) they can be easily inferred
from the packet traffic.

4.5

The test shim

As in section 3, we wrote a test shim in Ivy that connects
packet events in the specification to actual packets on the
wire. This shim is complex because it includes packet encoding and decoding, that depend on QUIC’s fairly elaborate
encryption and decryption scheme.
The test shim also connects the security layer events to
real instances of TLS. When (the real) TLS outputs a message,
the shim translates it to a send event in the security layer
of the specification. Correspondingly, when a receive event
occurs in the security layer, the shim calls the API of TLS
to deliver the received messages. The net effect is that the
instances of TLS in our tester exchange messages with the
TLS instances inside a QUIC implementation via the QUIC
frame protocol.
Finally, events at higher layers of the protocol in the implementation under test are not visible to the tester. We
designed the specification, however, so that these invisible
events could be easily inferred. On observation of a packet,
the shim scans it for indications of frame, security and application layer events, calling the appropriate actions. This is a
small overhead, requiring only 28 lines of Ivy code.

5

RESULTS

We now consider some of the results of testing actual implementations of the evolving QUIC draft standard, using
our evolving formal specification. We tested four implementations of QUIC, which were chosen because they had the
best results in the interoperability testing matrix. One was
only briefly tested early in the development of the specification and was abandoned due to TLS 1.3 compatibility issues.
For each implementation, we tested a demonstration HTTP
server based on a QUIC library, communicating with the
server via UDP (testing clients is also possible in the framework). Somewhat arbitrarily, test runs were limited to 100
protocol events and a single QUIC connection. We also ran
these tests in batches of 1000 on the same server instance, to
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test its long-run behavior. In addition to specification violations, we recorded crashes and failures to make progress (as
indicated by anomalously low transfer of data).
Testing revealed 27 errors in the server implementations,
some of which reflect issues in the draft standard. We detail
here only issues that we believe to have been fixed. Table 1
shows a breakdown of the issues found, categorized by our
estimation of their root causes, based on developer feedback.
These categories are: standard requirement not implemented,
unexpected message order, unexpected parameter value, messages racing timers, arithmetic overflow, and code paths that
had not been exercised for various reasons. A last category is
‘unknown’ reflecting errors which were fixed, but whose root
cause was not communicated to us by the developers. For
each category, the table gives the number of errors detected
and the mode of detection: crashes (including internal assertion failures), specification violations, and lack of progress.
We also give the number of errors that were deemed to be
exploitable by an attacker, the number that were caused at
least in part by an ambiguity or contradiction in the standard,
and the number that were caused by an adverse stimulus —
a message sequence that would occur only in unusual or adverse conditions and not in the expected flow of the protocol.
We do not count crashes per se as exploitable, though some
might be exploitable for denial of service. We describe some
of the errors detected in further detail below.
Protocol errors. Of the 13 protocol errors we detected, five
were due to a protocol requirement simply not being implemented. One server failed to respect a prohibition on sending
a packet solely to acknowledge an ACK-only packet. Two
failed to obey a rule that allows client migration to be detected only if a packet with the highest-observed sequence
number arrives from a new address. One did not respect a
rule on error codes in CONNECTION_CLOSE frames and
one ignored STOP_SENDING frames. We attribute the fact
that these omissions were not previously detected to the fact
that previous testing had not been based on a thorough wire
specification (though ad-hoc compliance tests were done).
Four violations were caused by unexpected messages or
unusual parameter combinations. One server failed to open
a stream on receipt of a frame other than a STREAM frame (a
result of packet re-ordering). Another error resulted from an
initial packet arriving after the connection was closed. One
server failed to handle a STREAM frame without an offset
field, and one failed to handle a MAX_STREAM_ID frame
with an unexpected value. In a similar vein, a race between
an arriving CONNECTION_CLOSE and a timer resulted in
illegal sent messages.
One violation was due to an integer overflow in the value
of the MAX_STREAM_DATA that would have caused a deadlock after transfer of 4GB on a stream. In two further cases,
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we discovered errors because randomized tests exercised
code that was not well tested previously. On detecting migration, one server sent a PATH_CHALLENGE to the wrong
address. One handled flow control incorrectly, resulting in a
data leak described below.
Crashes. Twelve of the errors resulted in crashes, due either
to memory faults or internal assertion failures. The most
common cause of these was a frame arriving out of the expected order. All crashes were fixed, but we are aware of
the root causes of only eight. In two cases a message arriving early caused the use of uninitialized data. In three cases
an early-arriving message caused freeing of resources that
were later used. In one case, an incoming message raced
with a timer. In two cases, previously unexercised code was
executed.
Ambiguities and contradictions. Four of the errors were
caused at least in part by ambiguities or contradictions in
the standard. For example, one server crashed because of
a negative deadline given to a timer library. This resulted
from the failure of pseudo-code in the loss recovery standard [18] to handle a case of unsigned integer underflow. This
was later corrected in the standard. Another error (noted
above) related to a state machine for stream senders in the
standard that did not enumerate all the conditions that can
open a stream. An ambiguity respecting the argument of
MAX_STREAM_ID frames resulted in another possible violation (this was cleared up in version 17, unrelated to this
work). In a possible contradiction, the standard stated that an
APPLICATION_CLOSE packet must appear in every frame
after the application closes the connection, but elsewhere it
said that APPLICATION_CLOSE may not appear in initial
frames. A violation of the latter condition resulted in a (minor) information leak in one server. These are cases where
testing of implementations revealed information about the
standard and helped to disambiguate it.
Vulnerabilities. In four cases, protocol or progress violations revealed as a side effect possible vulnerabilities in the
implementations or the standard itself. One of these is a possible denial-of-service (DoS) attack by an off-path attacker.
We discovered a trace in which a server ceased at some point
to send any packets. Further analysis revealed that this was
caused by a rapid switching of the client IP address between
two values.
The specification states that when a client migration to
a new IP address is detected, the server should validate the
new network path by sending a PATH_CHALLENGE frame
and waiting for a corresponding PATH_RESPONSE frame,
indicating that the client in fact controls the new IP address.
Before sending the challenge, however, the server waited
for a timer to expire. Since the timer was reset each time
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Table 1: Summary of errors detected
Root cause
Not implemented
Message order
Parameter
Race
Overflow
Unexercised
Unknown
Total

Errors
5
7
3
3
1
4
4
27

Detection
Crash Spec Progress
0
5
0
5
2
0
0
2
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
2
2
0
4
0
0
12
13
2

the client switched address, the challenge was never sent,
resulting in a starvation scenario. This was detected only
because the source IP address was randomized by the tester.
In a non-adversarial test environment, this case would occur
with negligible frequency.
This starvation scenario in turn suggested a vulnerability
of the protocol itself to DoS. The attacker is assumed to be
able to capture packets on the network and replay them from
a different IP address in such a way that some fraction of the
copies arrive before the originals. This causes the server to
repeatedly detect migrations, and thus prevents any transfer
of data. Mitigations for this off-path migration attack were
included in a later version of the standard.
Another interesting case was a data leak similar to the
“heartbleed” vulnerability discovered in SSL/TLS [12]. This
was detected when a server sent incorrect bytes in a retransmission of a stream frame, violating the specification. The
root cause was related to an error in the handling of flow
control and the packing of frames in packets, which may
have been exposed by adverse generation of flow control by
the tester. The result was a STREAM frame that was longer
than intended, causing arbitrary server memory contents to
be leaked to the network. This was easily observed in the
transcript of the test, as the ASCII text of an HTML page
abruptly changed to binary data. The reason it was detected
as protocol violation, however, is that the extra bytes did not
match bytes sent in a previous stream frame at the given
offset.
Another possible data leak was an APPLICATION_CLOSE
frame sent in response to the unexpected initial packet mentioned above. This violated the protocol and also sent application data in the clear. Finally, a progress issue revealed
a case in which a server allocated a number of records in
memory proportional to the gap in packet sequence numbers,
allowing an attacker to effectively stop the server. This issue
was known but had not been repaired and was discovered
because of a random choice of packet numbers.

Exploitable
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
4

Ambiguous Adverse
0
2
3
7
1
3
0
3
0
0
0
3
0
?
4
18/23

Tester performance. As mentioned, the SMT-based tester
generated protocol events at approximately 10Hz. Most of
the errors we found occurred within a few minutes of testing on a single core. The most infrequently occurring error
was the heartbleed-style data leak described above, which
occurred roughly every 20,000 events (about 40 minutes of
testing). The most time-consuming aspect of testing was
triage of the errors, refining the specification, and communicating with the implementation developers to diagnose
and repair the issues. To give a sense of the time scale, the
total amount of test engineer time we spent on actual testing
was approximately four weeks. The largest number of true
errors discovered by a single test engineer in one day was
three, with a typical value being one. Using cloud resources
might produce further results as the rate of error discovery
declines.
Analysis. Despite some limitations discussed in the next section, we found that the specification-based testing approach
was effective in meeting the objectives we outlined. First,
testing allowed us to significantly refine our formal specification. In many instances, we either loosened the specification
(because of an unexpected message sent by an implementation) or tightened it (because an implementation flagged
a protocol error due to a specification-generated message).
Moreover, the specification-based tester was quite effective
in uncovering implementation errors.
In the errors discovered we can observe two important
advantages of the methodology. In 13 cases the errors were
discovered because we monitor for compliance to a specification. Further, of the 23 to which we can assign root causes,
18 were found because of adverse stimulus (the remaining
five were compliance violations occurring in normal protocol cases). Only two errors were previously known (but
unfixed) issues and these had not to our knowledge been discovered by previous testing. This is a good indication that the
approaches of interoperability testing and manual directed
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or fuzz testing can be usefully augmented by specificationbased methods.
As a point of comparison, interoperability testing of two
QUIC implementations using symbolic execution [32] discovered two client API bugs and three crashes, based on
manually created scenarios. No protocol violations were
discovered, and only one error required more than a single message. A related approach applied to different protocols [29] considered only single-message errors. On the
other hand, all of the bugs we found required a sequence of
messages to be exchanged. This may indicate the difficulty
of exploring deep protocol interactions with symbolic execution. Moreover, driving one implementation to provide a
diverse stimulus for another implementation may be more
difficult than using an abstract specification. More work is
needed to answer these questions. Symbolic execution could
in principle be combined with the present method and may
improve coverage. We leave this for future work.

6

EXPERIENCES

In this section we consider some of difficulties we faced in
applying the methodology, limitations of the current work,
and lessons learned.

6.1

Completeness of the specification

We formally specified most features of the protocol, omitting
0-RTT data, version negotiation, retry messages, and one
frame type (RETIRE_CONNECTION_ID). We focused on
messages and features needed to produce basic protocol
functionality or produced by the implementations. Overall,
we found the effort required to create the specification and
track changes through nine drafts to be manageable. The
most time-consuming aspect was tracking changes in lowlevel formatting and encryption.
Our formal specification captures only safety properties
of the protocol. These are properties whose violation can be
detected by observing the system for finite time. An important class of properties that we do not cover is liveness. A
liveness property requires that some condition must eventually hold, but do not specify a finite deadline. By their nature,
such properties are difficult to test, as a message that is not
observed may simply have been dropped or delayed. There is
some work in this area [25] but detecting liveness violations
by testing is heuristic at best. There are nonetheless many
statements in the standard that can only be interpreted as
liveness properties and we do not capture these. A good example is retransmission: our specification allows any data
to be retransmitted, but does not require that lost data is
eventually retransmitted.
Quantitative-time properties are another important class.
We do not cover these because our tester does not run in
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real time. In particular, we do not cover any statement in the
QUIC document on recovery and congestion control [18].
In principle, we could solve this problem by testing the implementations in virtual time. This would require creating a
specialized test harness for each implementation.
Finally, we do not capture protocol error handling requirements and rather focus on the implementations’ response
to legal inputs. In principle, we could use the legal behaviors generated by our specification as seeds for generating
illegal behaviors (i.e., fuzzing) and use this to test a separate
specification of error handling. We have left this for future
work.

6.2

Extensional specification

We found that specifying extensional properties sufficed to
produce a tester that successfully interacts with the real implementations. We also found that a large portion (perhaps
most) of the statements in the standard were not usefully
testable. Externally detectable violations of such statements
occur only in rare cases, and these do not affect interoperation with the existing implementations. For example, in
the QUIC standard there are cases when a received packet
disables a given behavior. Since packets may be dropped
internally (say, because the needed decryption keys have not
yet been computed) we cannot definitely infer on observing
the behavior that the protocol has been violated. Nonetheless, such statements may have heuristic value, for reasons
of performance, obfuscation, or resistance to denial of service. A case in point is cryptographic randomness. This is
crucial for security but not testable externally. Validating
such specifications would require a different methodology
(perhaps based on formal proof of refinement rather than
testing). Our view is that it is important to state clearly and
unambiguously the external view, separately from any advice on internal implementation. This is important for testing
purposes, and also so that implementers clearly understand
what is required for correct operation of the protocol.

6.3

Test coverage issues

Sampling randomly from all legal inputs tends to produce
poor coverage of implementation behaviors. As an example,
imagine generating IP addresses completely at random. The
chance of generating the same address twice would be extremely low. Or, consider the CONNECTION_CLOSE frame
in QUIC, indicating a protocol error. If this frame were generated too frequently, it would cancel all activity, and little of
the implementation’s behavior would be observed. In practice, we found it necessary to add constraints to our test shim
designed to improve test coverage. This is done to increase
or decrease the probability of certain events occurring in testing, and not to manage the tractability of constraint solving.
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For example, we limit the client to use a bounded number of
IP addresses, and to create a bounded number of streams. We
experimented with restricting the tests to certain combinations of frames, and also adjusted the probability of certain
frames. For example, to stress the servers, we tried test runs
with many CONNECTION_CLOSE or RST_STREAM frames,
which would be unusual in normal interoperability testing.
In other tests, we set the probability of these frames to a
low value, to allow effective testing of other frame types.
In any test methodology it is important to adjust the test
set to obtain good coverage. A constraint-based approach
provides us with a powerful tool to do this. Standard metrics
such as code and branch coverage could be used to guide
this process.
A further test coverage issue is that the implementation
behaviors cannot be fully covered without controlling their
client API’s and the underlying system API’s. To do this
would require a specialized test harness (instead of treating
the application as a black box). We expect that many more
errors could be found by this approach.

6.4

Performance of generation

We initially found the performance of random packet generation using an SMT solver to be far too slow for practical
testing purposes. Analysis revealed that the primary cause
of this was the encapsulation of large arrays of bytes into
frames, and the encapsulation of many frames into packets.
When compared to typical software or hardware interfaces,
protocol messages have more complex structure and typically require more data transfer to exercise functionality. We
solved this problem in two steps. First, we subdivided the
problem by creating separate actions for events at the frame
and security layers. Second, we eliminated the constraints
involving large arrays of bytes (such as the content of the
data and crypto streams) by factoring out the definitions
of certain message fields. This can be seen in Fig. 2 line 17,
where the packet payload is defined, and Fig. 3 line 5, where
the STREAM frame data field is defined. We modified the Ivy
tool so that these dependent fields are computed after solving
for other parameters (see [24] for details). This separation
also required some redundant state variables to store certain facts about the large arrays independently of the arrays
themselves. These measures allowed us to generate events
at a satisfactory rate (about 10Hz). However, they do require
the specifier to pay careful attention to the form of the specification. It may be difficult in practice to determine why test
generation is slow. A related problem is that test generation
may deadlock because a requirement is unsatisfiable. This is
also difficult to diagnose. We do not know if these methods
will scale to more complex protocols that QUIC.
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7

CONCLUSION

It is well recognized that Internet standards in the form of
RFCs are ambiguous and difficult to interpret [5]. In this
work, we tested an approach that uses light-weight formal
methods to simultaneously achieve two goals: (1) distill an
unambiguous wire specification from the knowledge implicit
in implementations of QUIC and (2) test implementations
against the wire specification in an adversarial manner.
The approach we used is compositional specification-based
testing. The compositional aspect is crucial because it allows
us to detect not only when the specification is too strong,
but also when it is too weak. We found that the approach is
effective on both fronts: it allowed us to extract knowledge
from the implementations, and also to detect a significant
number of errors in the implementations and standard.
To apply compositional testing to complex network protocols, we developed a methodology with two novel aspects:
(1) Allowing testable compositional specification of arbitrary collections of processes communicating over
a network, as opposed to a fixed set of channels or
interfaces.
(2) Exploiting layering of the protocol to decompose the
test generation problem into tractable subproblems
that can be handled by modern SMT solvers.
We are currently working on extending this methodology to
address some of the difficulties we encountered, including the
specification of real-time and liveness properties (especially
related to loss detection, recovery and congestion control).
It is important to understand that our formal specification
is not simply a formal expression of the informal statements
in the RFC. The RFC primarily describes how the protocol is
to be implemented internally, while our formal specification
describes only what is visible externally. This is crucial in
order to use the specification for testing and also as a clear
and unambiguous distillation of the essence of the protocol.
The two forms of specification are complementary and both
are necessary.
As we noted, the SSL/TLS ecosystem suffered many difficulties owing to the lack of compliance of implementations
in the wild to an unambiguous common protocol specification. Our hope is that providing such a specification in a
testable form will be a step in preventing such difficulties
in QUIC. We also hope that the form of the specification is
simple enough that future developers of QUIC can use it as a
reference, though this remains to be seen. This consideration
in part motivates the form of the specification as an executable monitor. In general, we see this work as a step in the
process of integrating formal specifications as a complement
to other approaches in Internet standardization.
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